
 
 
 
 
 
 

Principles Of Flight

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Conversions: 

• 1NM = 1852m
• 1NM = 6080 ft
• 1m = 3.28 ft
• 1 Knot = 0.5144 m/s (1852/3600)

 
F= mass x acceleration;  Momentum = mass x velocity; work = force x distance;

 
Power = Work/Time = Force x Speed

 
Newtons Laws of Motion
1st -  A body will maintain its velocity unless acted upon by an unbalanced Force.
2nd – F = MA (Acceleration is proportional to force and inversely proportional to mass).
3rd – Every action has an equal and opposite reaction.

 
Density = Mass /  Volume.



At sea level this is 1.225 Kg/M3

 
Mass Flow – The amount of mass of air that flows through a given volume of space in a set time.
For a given volume it is dependent on air density and speed of flow. The amount of aerodynamic
force is directly related to the mass flow.

 
Viscosity is the degree of difficulty that molecules have when they try to flow past one another.

 
Air Density = Pressure/ Temperature.

 
Pressure is the primary factor in density (temperature varies by less).

 
ISA – At MSL – 15 C, Density 1.225 kg/m3, Pressure 1013.25 hPa.
Lapse rate of 1.98 C per 1000ft up to 36089 ft, then constant at -56.5 C.

 
Static pressure – force acting over an area, acts in all directions equally. 1 N/M2 = 1 Pa.
100 Pa = 1 hPa.

 
Dynamic pressure – The pressure related to the flow of 1 cubic metre of air against a 1 square metre
surface. Can become very large.

 
Dynamic Pressure, q = ½ density x velocity2

 
IAS2 is proportional to Dynamic Pressure ( Or IAS is proportional to √Dynamic Pressure)
IAS2 is proportional to ½ ƿ (TAS2). As ƿ decreases with altitude, IAS will decrease compared to
TAS as altitude Increases OR you must increase TAS to maintain the same IAS.

 
Indicated Air Speed – No errors accounted for.

 
Calibrated Air Speed – Removes Instrument and Pressure (not straight down pitot tube) Error.

 
Equivalent Air Speed – Removes the Above and Compression Error (Due to Speed). Still has
density Error.

 
True Air Speed – Only Air Speed NOT related to dynamic pressure. Removes Density Error and all
the other errors.

 
ICE T Is a Pretty Cool Drink

 
At higher speeds IAS and CAS decrease compared to EAS.
At High altitudes EAS, CAS and IAS are all less than TAS.

 
It is possible for IAS to exceed TSA when density is > 1.225 Kg / m3 , e.g. High pressure and cold
days.

 
An Ideal Fluid is Incompressible and has a viscosity of 0.
Air is considered to be incompressible up to 0.4 Mach / 300 knots.

 



If a static port freezes then static pressure in the system remains constant:
• At MSL → IAS decreases compared to TAS as you climb (you are actually faster).
• At Altitude → IAS increases compared to TAS as you descend (you are actually slower).

 
 
Types Of Flow:

 
• Streamline/ Laminar flow – Smooth flow. This can be represented as stream lines. Stream

lines show the direction of a small number of molecules in a space at that very instant.
Stream tubes can be defined between 2 stream lines.

• Turbulent Flow – Chaotic flow which is high in energy. This can be represented with path
lines. Path lines show the actual path taken by a single molecule over a certain time.

• Vertex Flow – Steady flow in a helical path. These helices grow slower and larger over time
until they dissipate.

 
Equation of continuity – Mass cannot be created or destroyed. So therefore the air mass flow
through a stream tube must be the same at all points along it (remember that this is m3/s).
AVƿ = constant (area, velocity and density).

 
In a venturi:

A1V1ƿ1 = A2V2ƿ2  = A3V3ƿ3

ƿ is assumed to be constant in this case up to 300
knots. Therefore as the area reduces the velocity increases.
Convergent Flow – Area decreases and Velocity Increases
Divergent Flow – Area Increases and Veloctity Decreases.

 
Bernoulli's Theorem- Energy must be conserved. Therefore in an ideal fluid the sum of KE and
Total Pressure must be a constant. KE should be remaining stable at all times in the system.

 
PT=PS+PD (or q)

 
Therefore – As velocity increases q or PD Increases. So PS will decrease concurrently.

 
So – With convergent flow – PD Increases and PS Decreases.
With Divergent flow – PD Decreases and PS Increases.

 
2D Flow : Considered against an object that extends infinitely in the z directions.

 



 
 

Area Decreased, Velocity Increased. Therefore PD Is decreased and q is increased.

Stagnation Point – v=0 and therefore there is no dynamic pressure.

Therefore: Static Pressure  = Total Pressure. Static Pressure is at a maximum here.

 
There is an area of reduced static pressure on the top and bottom, as well as an area of increased
static pressure at the front and back. In this case the forces are balanced as they are equal on all
sides.

 
However. This is not the case in reality. This is because of viscosity. When viscosity is taken into
account the following occurs:

Friction against the surface
leads to turbulent flow at the back of the object.
This turbulent flow means that there is an unbalanced force as there is no stagnation point any more
at the rear, instead there is now some dynamic pressure. So there is reduced static pressure at the
rear compared to the front. This is drag.

Aerofoil:

 
Red = Chord Line – From Leading to Trailing edge (straight)



Blue = Camber Line – From leading to trailing edge at the centre of the wing (defines the aerofoil
curve, here it is positive).
Orange = Point Of Maximum thickness
Circle = Leading Edge Radius

 
The Chord is the length from leading edge to trailing edge.
Thickness Chord Ratio / Finesse Ratio – the ratio of Point of Maximum Thickness to Chord,
expressed as a percentage.

Shapes of Aerofoil:

 
Positive Camber:

Negative Camber:

Symmetrical
(mirrored top and bottom):

 
Biconvex (mirrored top and bottom & front and back):

 
Airflow of an aerofoil – accelerates over the top compared to the bottom (for positive camber or
increased AoA). At the front there is a slight upwash and at the rear there is a slight downwash.

 
An aerofoil has a sharp trailing edge to stop air moving from the high pressure under the wing up
and backwards to the top of the wing (disrupting the airflow).

 
Centre of pressure – the theoretical point from which all pressure forces act.
For a symmetrical wing the centre of pressure is always at 25% along the chord.
For a cambered wing the centre of pressure moves forwards as AOA increases.

 
Aerodynamic total reaction is the force resulting from the aerofoil.

 

It is made up of both lift and drag.
As AoA increases the aerodynamic total reaction also increases – both lift AND drag.

 
Force = Pressure x area

 
The magnitude and direction of the total reaction depends on:



1. Pressure differential around the aerofoil
2. Overall area of the aerofoil.

 
Pressure distribution is affected by AoA, Camber and Speed.

 
Doubling speed will quadruple the total reaction.
As AoA increases total reaction will increase. Once >0 degrees even a symmetrical aerofoil
produces lift.

 
The magnitude and direction of the total reaction depends on pressure distribution and area.
Pressure distribution can be affected by:

• Velocity (magnitude only)
• Camber
• Thickness
• Angle of Attack

 
Cambered Wing – As you increase AoA the stagnation point moves down and the centre of pressure
moves forwards.

 
Symmetrical Wing – Centre of pressure is locked at 25% of chord. Stagnation point moves down as
AoA increases.

 
Above the aerofoil is where the greatest pressures occur. They are always greater than under the
wing.

 
Even at 0 AoA, forces are produced on a symmetrical aerofoil. Whilst they are balanced in their
magnitude, due to their position on the wing they create a moment. This has the effect of causing a
tendency to pitch downwards.

 
Force = ½ ρv2SCF = qSCF

 
As Pressure = Force/Area  → CF = Surface Pressure / Dynamic Pressure. It is a dimensionless ratio.
The magnitude of the force is dependant on the dynamic pressure (kinetic energy) of the aerofoil
and the aerodynamic force coefficient.

 
 
 
 



Symmetrical Aerofoil with 6% Thickness  - Reaches CL MAX at a set AoA and beyond this point
will rapidly lose its lifting capacity. Stall/Critical AoA

 
Symmetrical Aerofoil with 12% Thickness – Thicker Aerofoil has the same rate of aerodynamic
force increase with AoA. However has a higher CL MAX and higher critical AoA.

 
Cambered Aerofoil with 6% Aerofoil – Higher initial Coefficient of Lift at 0 AoA. Increases at
approximately same rate. Higher CL MAX but same critical AoA.]

 
Trailing edge flaps increase the camber. They increase CL MAX, however, they also reduce the critical
AoA.

 
If the aircraft increases speed, lift will also increase. Therefore you must lower the nose to reduce
AoA and therefore CL in order to maintain straight and level flight.

 
L = ½ ρv2SCL = qSCL

L is proportional to IAS2SCL

 
Therefore a doubling in weight will require a Doubling of lift coefficient or increase in IAS by √2.

 
High speed aerofoils – Thin with low camber. Low CL MAX

Low speed aerofoils – Think with high camber. High CL MAX.

Method – Write out equation of L  =½ ρv2SCL

OR
1. Consider if should increase or decrease to find what proportion to go on top.
2. If you have 2 speeds, square the ratio. If need to find a speed – square root it.

 



 
Load Factor = 1 / Cos Ɵ ; Where Ɵ = Bank Angle

 
Drag:

 
Whenever an object moves through a fluid it encounters resistance to its movement (drag). Drag
acts in in the opposite direction but parallel to relative airflow.

 
Skin friction drag arises from the roughness of the surface of the object. Form drag arises from the
shape of the object and it's ability to slow the air to stagnation (increasing static pressure). These are
both examples of profile drag. Profile drag is NOT associated with the production of lift.

 
Boundary layer – the air from the surface of the wing to the point at which air flow is at 99% of the
speed of the unaffected airflow.
Types:

• Laminar Flow
◦ Smooth layers of airflow at discrete velocities. Friction comes from the interaction

between these layers.
◦ 2mm Thick.
◦ Shallow velocity gradient.
◦ Low kinetic energy.
◦ Low Drag
◦ Prone to separation.

 
• Turbulent Flow
◦ Turbulent air flow with high amounts of mixing between layers.
◦ 2cm Thick.
◦ Steep velocity gradient. Surface is at same speed as wing.
◦ High Kinetic Energy.
◦ High Drag.
◦ More resistant to separation.

 
Reynold's Number - < 0.5 million = Laminar Flow ; > 10 million = Turbulent.

 
Transition Point – The point where laminar flow transitions to turbulent flow.

• The harder the wing is working (greater Lift) the further forward the further forward the
transition point with move. This is due to the low resistance to separation of laminar flow.

• If the point of maximum thickness moves aft, so
will the transition point. The transition point is always either at, or forward of, the point of
maximum thickness.

 
 
 
Adverse Pressure Gradient – Air flows from the high pressure at the bottom of the wing to the top



of the wing. At the front this is not an issue as it is with the flow. However, at the trailing edge the
air flows around and against the main flow. This causes separation. This occurs at the separation
point.

 
The higher the pressure differential (increased AoA) the greater the adverse gradient. Thus the
separation point moves further forwards.

 

The higher the speed the
further aft the separation point moves (due to reduced AoA to maintain S&L flight).
Remember that relative air flow is relative to the aircraft, not the earth.

 
Longitudinal axis – Roll
Lateral axis – Pitch
Normal axix – Yaw

 
Wingspan – Distance Between wing tips.
Wing Root – Attachment
Gross Wing area – Area of the planform (shape from above) of the wing and the area of the
fuselage.

Wing Taper – Wing root larger than tip.
Wing Taper Ratio : Tip / Root

 
Average Chord – Mean chord length along the wing.

 
Aspect Ratio – Wing Span /  Chord
OR
Span2/Area (better for tapered wings).
A high aspect ratio means a wing that has a small width but long wingspan.
A  low aspect ratio means a wing with a long width but short wingspan.



 
Sweep angle – How far back the wings sweep from horizontal. Measured at 25% chord.
Mean aerodynamic chord – The chord length of a theoretical rectangular wing with the same lifting
properties of the real wing.

 
Rigging Angle – The angle between the horizontal axis of the aircraft and the chord line at the
attachment. (Thus giving a higher AoA for the wing). A higher rigging angle means more lift but
also more drag.

 
Angle of incidence – Difference between horizontal axis of aircraft and chord line at a point along
the wing.

 
Washout – slight twist to the wing that lowers the angle of incidence from root to tip. Tends to be
limited to outboard 25% of the wing in aircraft with a low rigging angle (e.g. commercial jet).

 
Dihedral – Wing tips designed to be higher than the root.
Anhedral – Wing tips designed to be lower than the root.

 
 
 
Spanwise flow – air flow from root to tip and tip to root. Induces vortices.
Direction of airflow is influenced by the inertia of the air in flow and the pressure differential.
Therefore spanwise flow is greater in low speed, high lift situations.
Air flows from the high pressure lower surface to the low pressure upper surface. Vortices on the
left side rotate clockwise and on the right side they rotate anticlockwise.

 
Wing Tip Vortices – Largest vortices. Intensity depends on:

• Driving force of vortex (pressure differential between upper and lower wing)
• Amount of time the driving force has to act (longer chord = longer vortex)

 
Tip Vortex intensity will reduce if:

• Aircraft speed increases.
• Wing Aspect Ratio Increases (Shorter chord)

• Lift reduces.

 
Tip Trailing vortices produce Downwash and Drag. The intensity of these effects is dependant on
the vortex intensity.

 
 

As well as the wing tips, the trailing edge also produces vortices (as the flow rotates air passing
over the wing). The strength of these vortices depends on the spanwise flow.



 
 
 
 
In 3D flow the vortices reduce the upwash and increase the downwash. The greater the size of the
vortex, the greater the effect is (so more downwash closer to the tip).

 
Downwash sheet – The sheet of air is depressed more after the tip than after the root.

 

Due to the downwash the direction of the airflow relative to the wing is changed. This is known as
effective air flow.
This has the effect of reducing the effective AoA that the aerofoil produces. It also changes the
direction of the lift force produced, such that it is angled backwards at the angle of Induced AoA.
This means that the lift induced drag force is increased.

 
Induced AoA is the angle between EAF and RAF.
It is larger at:

• Lower TAS
• Larger Vortices (due to greater lift, e.g. heavier aircraft) producing greater downwash.

 

Effective AoA is
the angle between the EAF and the section chord line (as may vary along the wing) of the wing. It



determines the pressure distribution and production of aerodynamic force.

 
AoA = Induced AoA + Effective AoA
ɑ = ɑi + ɑe

 
 
This means that to maintain the same lift you need to pitch up more in 3D flow than in 2D flow, as
the wing works off EAF not RAF. This increases the amount of lift induced drag.

 
Span -At the root the downwash is least. Therefore, it has a lower induced AoA than the tips. Due
to this the effective AoA is larger (ɑ = ɑi + ɑe ). Therefore the root produces a greater amount of lift
than the tips.
Lift Induced drag is greatest at the tip due to an increased induced AoA (and therefore more
rearwards lift force produced).

 
Due to the growth and combination of vortices, downwing the downwash is greater at the centre,
and outboard of the tip vortex you get some upwash.

 
Aspect Ratio – A higher aspect ratio means a very long wing with small wing (think glider wing).
This is extremely efficient, and is ideal for low speed flight where minimal drag is required.
However, it is hard to construct, can lead to impact on takeoff and landing, has very high parasitic
drag in high speed flight and is hard to manoeuvre (due to aerodynamic dumping).

 
Lift Distribution:

 
Ideal pattern is for the most lift to be produced at the root and the lift at the tip to reduce spanwise
flow and thus decrease tip vortices. This is best achieved with an eliptical planform wing.

 
Elliptical Wing:

 
Lift Curve is shaped like the wing (as the CL is relatively constant along the wing (it has a
rectangular CL curve). As the  CL is constant across the wing there is very little pressure differential
to produce spanwise flow and therefore less downwash, and so a higher effective AoA (ɑ = ɑi + ɑe ).
The decreased CL at the wingtips means that there are also much smaller wing tip vortices.

However, they are expensive to make, and they stall all at once (same CL along the whole wing).

 



 

 
Rectangular Planform:

Less efficient wing due to increasing downwash
as you move along the wing.

 
Tapered Wing:
A taper of 0.5 approaches the lift efficiency (and CL distribution of an eliptical wing), whilst being
easier to construct.



 
Increased Taper and Sweepback:
Greatest downwash at the root. This leads to the tip stalling first.

 

 
Combined:

 
 

 
Lift can be reduced at the tips by decreasing camber as you move towards the tips (washout).

 
Wing Loading = Weight of Aircraft / Wing Area

 



Small wing means increased wing loading.
High wing loading means an increased CL and therefore increased wing tip vortex intensity.

 
 
 

TOTAL DRAG
PARASITE DRAG INDUCED DRAG

PROFILE INTERFERENCE  
FORM SKIN FRICTION   
   

 
Form Drag – Affected by:

• Airspeed
• Frontal Area
• Shape and Streamlining
• Surface

 
Streamlining – Affected by the distance behind max thickness and the angle at which the air
streams MEET.

 
Surface – A dimpled surface causes a turbulent boundary layer, later separation and therefore
narrower wake. This does, however, lead to other issues.

 
 
 
 
Skin Friction Drag:

• Speed
• Surface area (that the air flows over)
• Boundary Layer Type
• Surface Roughness

 
Interference Drag – All points where parts of the aircraft (and therefore airflows) join will lead to
drag production.
Fillets – areas ahead of joins that start to bend the air and reduce the effect.

 
 
 
Parasite Drag
Proportional to V2 and therefore increases rapidly with speed.
Parasite Drag= ½ ρv2SCDP

Where CDP is the coefficient of parasite drag.



Parasite drag coefficient is determined
by the fixed factors affecting the for, skin friction and interference drag. It is considered to be
constant for normal AoA and a fixed aircraft state.

 
Induced drag is inversely proportional to V2 due to the increased intertia of the airflow.

 
 
Manouvering increases the required CL due to increased lift requirements (misaligned lift vector)
and therefore increases induced drag.

 
 
 
 
Induced Drag is proportional to 1/Aspect Ratio
Also Proportional to IAS2SCDI

 
1. CDI is proportional to CL

2/Aspect Ratio

 
2. And CL is proportional to L/IAS2S

 
3. Therefore CDI is proportional to (1/IAS2)2) x 1/Aspect Ratio = 1/IAS4 x Aspect Ratio

 
4. So, DI is proportional to IAS2 x 1/IAS4 = 1/IAS2

 



 
Tip Modification – Tip tanks and winglets provide a physical barrier to tip vortices and therefore
reduce induced drag. However, they increase parasite drag.

 
Drag Curve:

 

AKA Nike Tick

 
VMD is the Minimum Drag Velocity, and occurs where Parasite and Induced Drag are EQUAL.
AOA is around 4 degrees. Point of lowest total drag.

 
Speed Stability:

• At A, an uncommanded increase in V (eg. Gust of wind) causes an increase in Drag, and thus
the aircraft returns to its original speed. This is the opposite if it decelerates. SPEED
STABLE.

• At B, There is very little change in drag with speed and so the aircraft will stay at its new
speed (slight acceleration or deceleration but v slow). SPEED NEUTRAL.

• At C, Any decrease in velocity causes an increase in drag, and thus the aircraft will continue
to decelerate to stall. If the speed increases, the velocity will continue to increase to VMD.
SPEED UNSTABLE.

 
 
 
Increased Altitude:

 



Due to the decrease in air
density higher speeds are required to create the same mass flow. Therefore, against TAS the graph
shifts to the RIGHT, but against IAS it would stay the same. VMD INCREASES

 
Increased Weight:

 
Induced drag increases due to increased Lift.
Therefore the graph moves UP AND RIGHT.
VMD INCREASES (as intersect moves right).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Configuration (flaps and slats out):

 
Parasite Drag Increases
VMD DECREASES
MOVES UP AND LEFT



 

 
 
 
Total Drag is proportional to IAS2SCD

 
CD = CDP + CDI

 
CD  is NOT constant, it varies with speed.

 

Parasite Drag:

 
CDP is NOT affected by lift until the stall (where AoA has increased massively).



CDI Slowly rises until stall (where lift drops off).

 
 

Drag Polar:

 
 
At the point where the tangent touches the Polar, the ratio of CL to CD is at its maximum. This
occurs at VMD.

 
At the TOP of the curve the speed is SLOWEST, and at the bottom the speed is HIGHEST.

 
Above CL/CD MAX you will still get more lift, however there is proportionally more increase in
drag for this increase of lift. Therefore, CL/CD MAX represents the most efficient production of
lift.

 
 
 
Stall

 

As AOA increases the stagnation point moves further and further
down. This means that the air has to move further to get around the edge of the aerofoil, and loses
energy.

 
This loss of energy means that the flow changes to laminar flow more quickly.
It also means that the turbulent flow has less energy.
Therefore, the turbulent boundary layer separates more easily, and the separation point moves
forwards.



Eventually, there is not enough area left between leading edge to separation point for the pressure
differential to act over. Therefore, the aerofoil starts to rapidly lose lift.
Drag also increases massively.
This is a stall.

 

Stalling runs of the effective AoA. Therefore, a wing with a
higher aspect ratio, and therefore lower incidental AoA, will stall earlier.

 
Large vs Sharp Leading Edge:

 
A Sharper leading edge (decreased leading edge radius, decreased thickness) means that the air has
to do more work to get around to the top of the wing. Therefore it loses more energy ant will stall
earlier, at a lower AoA.

 

At
the stall the centre of pressure moves back. Drag also increases massively (form drag).

 
Rectangular Wing

• Downwash and therefore angle of incidence are least at the wing root.
• Effective AoA is largest at root.
• Therefore stalls first at root.
• Turbulent air from the root with hit the elevators causing buffet.
• Close to CoG so little wing drop moment.
• Centre of pressure moves behind CoG → Pitch Down Moment.
• Ailerons are outside turbulent, 'stalled' air.

 
Elliptical Wing

• CL and angle of incidence same along wing.
• Wing stalls all at once.
• Prone to wing drop (rarely exactly symmetrical).
• Very little Warning, No buffet.
• Ailerons also stalled (as they are in turbulent air).



 
 
Moderate Taper

• CL Greatest at centre of wing
• Stalls at centre.
• Little Warning.
• Ailerons slightly affected (decreased control).

 
Highly Tapered and Sweptback

• Most Downwash at centre.
• Least at tips.
• CL Greatest at Tips.
• Tips stall First
• Very large wing drop moment.
• Very little warning.
• Ailerons Severely Affected.
• Centre of pressure moves forwards → Pitch Up.
• Downwash hits Tailplane → Even more pitch up.

 
Planform Downwash

Greatest
Effective AoA

Greatest
CL Greatest Stalls First

Rectangular Tip Root Root Root
Mod Taper Tip & Root Mid Mid Mid
Elliptical Everywhere Everywhere Everywhere Everywhere

High Taper/
Sweptback

Root Tip Tip Tip

 
Deep Stall:

• Where elevators are hit by turbulent air from the stall and therefore become inneffective.
Very Difficult to recover from.

• Worst in T Tail aircraft.

 
Wing Fence – Physical barrier to spanwise flow.
Vortilon – Induce high energy vortices as a barrier to spanwise flow.
Washout and decreased camber in final ¼ of the wing. Helps to reduce CL at the tips and therefore
reduces tip stall tendency.
Stall Strips – At the front of the root of the aileron to artificially sharpen the leading edge and
therefore cause the root to stall first.

 
At higher wing loading, there is a higher adverse pressure gradient. Therefore it loses flow energy
more quickly and leads to an earlier stall.



 
 
Ailerons create roll by increasing lift (increased camber) on the outside wing and spoiling it on the
inside wing. Close to the stall, the increased CL can push that wing into the stall. This will lead to a
wing drop (opposite roll) and stall with very little warning (as the ailerons are outboard compared
to the elevators).

 
If mass is increased, a higher CL (AoA) is required for a given speed. Therefore it stalls at a lower
AoA and at a higher speed.

 
VS is Proportional to √Weight
Therefore VS NEW = VS OLD x √(WeightNEW / WeightOLD).

 
Trailing edge flaps – Greatly Increased CL at any AoA (up to stall), Increased CL MAX but reduced
critical AoA.

 
Leading edge flaps – Slight Increased CL, Increased CL MAX, Slight increase to critical AoA.

 
Slats / Slots – Follow same CL path, but extended. Increased CL MAX and greatly increased critical
AoA.

 
VS1 – Stall at selected configuration.
VS0 – Stall at landing configuration.

 
In all cases stalling speed is lower, and critical angle occurs at a slower speed.

 
Gear – Lowering gear cause a slight pitch down moment that has to be counteracted with increased
lift (increased CL). So they increase stall speed as well as increasing parasite drag. However, this
effect is easily overcome by the concurrent use of flaps.

 
Thrust:



 
Propeller – At high thrust the increase in airflow over the wing caused by the propellor will create
greater dynamic pressure and therefore a lower CL is required for flight. Thus, the stalling speed is
lower and the critical AoA is higher.

 
Pod Mounted Jet – Increased thrust causes a pitch up moment. This means that less lift and
therefore less CL is required. Thus, the stalling speed is lower and the critical AoA is higher.

 
CoG:
Forward – Pitch down moment requiring increased CL and therefore increased stall speed.
Aft – Pitch up moment → Decreased CL and decreased stall speed.

 

 
 
 
 
High altitude flight – Air reacts later (thinner, compression effects). Therefore turns more sharply
and loses more energy. Due to this, separation occurs earlier, and therefore the stall speed is
increased.

 
Contamination – Ice, heavy rain or even de-icing fluid increase boundary layer friction, removing
energy and causing earlier separation. Therefore, there is decreased stalling CL MAX and decreased
stalling angle.

 
Load Factor = 1 / Cos ɵ, Where ɵ = Bank Angle.
Load Factor = 'G' Loading

 
Stall speed changes proportional to √Load Factor

 
At a higher load factor, the stall speed increases (e.g. during manoeuvring).

 
• A Wing will stall when it exceeds critical AoA.
• Stall speed increases during manoeuvring.
• To unstall a wing, reduce, the angle of attack.

 



• Spin:
• Wing Drops
• Rolls
• Yaws as it sideslips
◦ Weathercocking
◦ Inner wing more stalled (upgoing wing has greater CL)

• Pitches up as it yaws (oscillatory).

 
The aircraft will spin around an external central axis as it descends.
In a stable, fully developed spin the a/c will continue to roll, pitch and yaw independent of control
inputs. This is autorotation.

 
A forward the CoG means a steeper spin, and reduced AoA. This means that it is easier to recover.
An aft CoG leads to a flatter spin, with increased AoA and is more difficult to recover from as there
is less flow over the surfaces.

 
A spin is a stalled condition. At first sign of spin, decrease the AoA.

 
3 Phases:

1. Incipient – Autorotation to first full turn.
2. Fully Developed – Steady Autorotation
3. Recovery – Close power lever, full opposite rudder, control column central (push forward

slightly until buffet stops).

 
Spiral Dive – Wings NOT stalled, just need to level wings and gently pull out.

 
Stall warnings can either be Natural or Artificial.

 
Rectangular – Sluggish controls, high nose up angle, buffet.
At stall – abrupt nose down, loss of altitude, increased buffet, possible wing drop.

 
Swept Wing – Stall AoA not clearly defined. Tip stall causes rapid roll rate. Centre of pressure
moves forward leading to further pitch up. Therefore artificial stall warning systems are required.

 
Forward Swept – Tip stalls first, but tends to have less wing drop. Pitches down at stall.

 
Canard – Highly unstable. Forward canards are designed to always stall first and therefore cause a
pitch down moment.

 
Artificial Stall Warnings:
Audio Warnings and Flashing Lights
PFD Indications
Stick Shaker
Stick Pusher

 
Flapper Switch – As AoA increases, stagnation point moves down beyond the switch, causing it to
move.

 
AoA Vane – Weathercock off fuselage that detects relative air flow and sets off a warning when
AoA exceeds a certain value.

 



 
Fixed AoA Probe – fixed probe with 2 ports. Detects differential pressure between the 2 ports to
calculate the AoA.

 
Rotating AoA Probe – 2 Ports in housing that can rotate. Motor rotates the housing until both ports
have the same pressure and then detects the AoA.

 
ALL AoA systems are completely independent of the pitot system and do not work off IAS.

 
Recovery – Decrease AoA, Increase Thrust, Gentle inputs. In larger a/c disconnect AP.
Stick Pusher Activation – Apply thrust, disconnect AP, Trim, allow speed to recover, avoid rudder
inputs, recover altitude.

 
EASA Certifications:
CS 23 (Small A/C) – VS1 and VS0 – Assumes throttles closed, CoG Forward limit, at MSTOM &
MSLM.
CS 25 – VSR – Stall Reference Speed – Safety Buffer – VS = 0.94 x VS1G
Warnings – Greater of 5 knots or 5% faster than VS.

 
Lift Augmentation:

 
High Speed flight requires a thin small wing, but low speed flight requires a large thick wing.
Therefore we need to use lift augmentation.

 
Trailing Edge Flaps – Greatly Increase CL at the same AoA. Greater CL MAX but also a lower critical
AoA (due to increased adverse pressure gradient leading to earlier separation).

 

Split Flap :
Increased critical AoA compared to trailing edge flaps, but very high drag.

 
Leading Edge Flaps:
Slight Increased CL and Slight increase in critical AoA.

 

Kreuger flap:
Also Creates a sharper leading edge. This encourages the stall to occur first at the root (whilst still
increasing critical AoA). This improves stall characteristics.

 
 
Fowler Flap:



 

There are limits on how much you
can increase CL.
Therefore Fowler Flaps also increase wing surface area.
Generally, the first 50% of extension is just increasing area.

 
Slats/Slots:

 
Slots are passages that allow air to pass from bottom to top and re-energise the airflow over the
aerofoil, creating a later stall and therefore a greatly increased critical AoA and CL MAX. Therefore
stall speed is lower.
Slats are forward extending parts that create a slot.
Often, leading edge flaps have slots built in.

 
All flaps create a greater amount of drag for a given CL.
More than 50% of the increase in CL occurs within the first 50% of travel, with much more drag in
the second 50%.
In landing more drag is desirable as it allows for higher thrust settings (decreased spool up).

 
Flaps create increased CL at the roots and therefore increase downwash and reduce effective AoA.
They therefore increase the chance of tip stall. This applies even to rectangular wings.

 
Vortex Generators can also be used to re-energise the air. However, they cannot be retracted and
increase drag at all stages of flight.

 
Before TO – flaps set to TO including slats.
After TO – Do not retract until safe speed and altitude.
Flap retraction – as they retract you need to pitch up to maintain lift.

 
At or close to final descent the landing flap stages are deployed, to increase lift and also increase
speed stability.

 
Complete flap failure requires a faster approach at higher AoA. This makes the approach more
difficult and leads to increased landing run and brake fade/overheating.
It could also lead to asymmetry causing the aircraft to roll, or for the leading edge to stall.

 
Abnormal operation – If extended at high speeds structural damage could occur.

 
 
 
Ground effect – Occurs when the aircraft is within one wingspan of the surface. The vortices are
flattened as they hit the ground. This decreases the downwash and decreases the induced drag.



Thus incidental AoA is decreased and therefore effective AoA is increased.
CL is increased, but critical AoA is increased and stall is more sudden.
There is also decreased downwash on the tailplane, causing a pitch down moment.
This can cause you to float down the runway or worse balloon.
The closer to the ground you are, the greater the effect.
Thus high wing aircraft are affected less.
On leaving the ground effect you increase downwash, reduce CL and pitch up. This could
potentially stall the wing.
In ground effect, due to the vortices hitting the ground, local pressure is increased and so IAS under
reads.

 
 
Control

 
Base Requirements:

• Control force should neither be too heavy nor too light.
• Force should vary dependant on aerodynamic force (IAS2).
• Responsiveness (otherwise get pilot induced oscillations).
• Harmonised roll & pitch (similar deflections for similar movements).
• Progressive size of control movements.

 
Principle of operation – changes shape and therefore changes the amount of lift from a surface.

 
Ailerons: ROLL
On Downgoing wing – Sticks up and spoils lift, leading to decreased lift.
On Upgoing wing – Sticks down, increasing camber. Thus lift is increased on that wing.

 

At increased IAS the same deflection requires increased force.
The moment (that you have to overcome) is based on total aerodynamic force and distance from
the centre of pressure to the hinge of the aileron. (D X F)

 
High speeds and large control surfaces can produce excessively high control forces.
Therefore smaller and older aircraft use aerodynamic balance to counter this. There are 7 types of
aerodynamic balance:

 
Inset Hinge:

Simply decreases the moment by decreasing 'D'. Cannot be too far inset
or you lose the 'feel' of high speed flight.
Horn Balance:

 



Uses aerodynamic force on part that moves in the opposite direction to
that of the main of the aileron to reduce load (sticks up when aileron
sticks down).
This lightens the load on the pilot. However, if the horn balance is too
large then it can lead to uncommanded maximal control deflection after
slight movement.

 
 
 
 
Internal Balance:

 
Flexible seal attached to beak on the control surface. This
leads a pressure differential between upper and lower aspects
of the diaphragm, which assists the pilot in moving the
surface.

 
 
 
 
Balance Tab:

 
Mechanical part at the end of the control surface that moves in the
opposite direction to the rest of the surface. In doing so it produces
a force assisting the pilot in moving the rest of the surface.

 
In this case in produces -ve lift, pushing the surface down.

 
Anti-Balance Tab:

 
As Above, however moves in the same direction as the control
surface.

 
This increases the amount of force the pilot needs to input to move the
control surface. It is used in aircraft that can easily be put into
overstress or abnormal situations if controls are moved too much.

 
 
 
Servo Tab:

 
A balance tab that is moved INSTEAD of the control surface. You therefore use the tab to control
the rest of the surface.
At low speeds the aerodynamic forces may be insufficient to move the control surface. This leads to
a loss of responsiveness or at worst completely ineffectual control surfaces.

 
 
Spring Tab:



A spring is used to connect controls and surface.
At high speeds the springs cannot overcome aerodynamic forces and you only move the balance
tab.
At low speeds the spring can overcome aerodynamic force and you can therefore move the entire
control surface without the (now ineffectual) balance tab.

 
 
Mass Balancing – NOT an aerodynamic balance.

• Control surfaces can twist if the centre of gravity of the surface is AFT of the hinge line.
• This can lead to flutter of the control surface or even breakage in extremes.
• Put mass ahead of the surface if possible, or if not put it as close to the hinge as possible

(decrease moment).
◦ Can be in a Horn balance, protruding or arc shaped balance.

 
Powered Controls:
Fully Powered – Hydraulics provide all of the force. No actual feedback to pilot.
Power Assisted – Hydraulics help the pilot but there is still some effort required (and therefore
feel).

 
Artificial Feel, or Q feel (Q for dynamic pressure) is used in aircraft with fully powered controls in
order to give the pilot feedback from the surfaces.

 
Aerodynamic Dampening – As the downgoing wing moves down through the air it has the effect of
angling the effective airflow to increase effective AoA. Therefore there is a slight increase in lift
resisting the roll. The opposite happens on the downgoing wing.

 
In normal flight the CG is kept forward of the centre of pressure in order to increase stability.
Therefore downward pressure is required from the tailplane.

 
The tailplane can either be symmetrical or negatively cambered.

 
Forward on controls → EITHER Elevator DOWN (increases camber) or all moving tailplane
DOWN (increased AOA) → Increased Lift from Tailplane → Tail moves up, Nose points Down
(Pitch Down).

 
The further forward the CG the larger the pitch down moment. Therefore more downward force is
needed from the tailplane. To counteract this more lift is required, and therefore more induced drag

is produced. However, you also get a more stable aircraft. 
 
A T Tail aircraft has no turbulent downwash hitting the elevators and therefore has better control.
However, this design is prone to deep stall.

 
Vertical Stabiliser – MUST BE SYMMETRICAL

1. Right Rudder causes the rudder to move to the right, increasing camber.
2. Increased lift on left side.
3. Back moves Left, Front Pivots right.
4. Right Yaw.

 
Vertical stabiliser can stall if deflected too far too quickly (as aircraft sideslips through air). If
control forces are sudden enough this can cause a flat spin.
Therefore we have a rudder travel limiter. This limits rudder deflection at high speeds to avoid
excessively quick yaw movements.



The longer the wing span, the greater the aerodynamic dampening, and the greater the roll rate.

 
During a roll, the upgoing wing has increased lift and therefore increased induced drag. Because of
this the aircraft will yaw in the opposite direction to the turn. This is adverse yaw.

 
To prevent this either use:
Differential Ailerons – The upgoing ailerons move further than the downgoing ones, therefore
countering the increased induced drag on the other wing.

 

Frise Aileron – Has an extension that sticks out only on downward
deflection, that causes increased parasite drag.

 
At high speeds with aileron deflection a large twisting moment is created. This can be enough to
reverse the AoA of the aileron, or even damage the wing.
Therefore we lock out outboard ailerons in high speed flight.

 
Spoilers can be used to spoil wing on inside of turn, causing a reduction in lift and therefore roll.

 
Large aircraft use spoilers and all ailerons when flaps deployed, and spoilers and inboard ailerons
ONLY when flaps up.

 
On landing – spoilers fully extend on both wings to dump lift.

 
Secondary Effects:

 
Ailerons – Primary – Roll; Secondary – Yaw
Rudder – Primary – Yaw; Secondary – Roll
Elevator – Primary – Pitch; Secondary – NONE.

 
Ailerons can also be drooped on both sides by the computer to assist flaps.

 
Trim: Used to reduce control force. Move to new attitude and then trim.
Runaway – uncommanded excess and increasing trim.

 
Combined controls – Some control surfaces do two things. e.g. flaperons, ruddervons, ruddervators.

 
 
In Straight And Level Flight:
Lift = Weight
Thrust = Drag
Lift & drag act through centre of pressure, thrust (on pod mounts) comes through centre of engines
(pitch up moment) and weight acts through CG (normally pitch down moment).
All moments are also balanced. Horizontal stabiliser counters excess moment forces.
L = W Therefore Load Factor = 1



CLIMB:
Lift Vector no longer aligned with weight, thrust vector now has a vertical component and Weight
now has a drag component.

 
Flight Path Angle – Angle aircraft moves through air (and therefore of RAF) = ɤ

 

In the Climb L < W, This is because a component of thrust
takes over from lift.

 
L = W cos ɤ
Rearward Weight Component = W sin ɤ

 
So now T = D + W sin ɤ

 
Therefore in the climb: W > L, T > D, and Load Factor <1.

 
 
The greater the thrust the steeper the flight path angle. Decreased drag and weight have the same
effect.
Cleaning up the aircraft's configuration decreases drag and therefore increases climb angle.

 
The most efficient climb speed = VX



 
For a jet aircraft , the greatest difference between thrust and drag and therefore the most efficienct
climb occurs at VMD (4 degrees AoA). Therefore VMD = VX.

 
Low bypass jet – Thrust line Straight.
Propeller – Thrust decreases with speed.
High Bypass Jet – Somewhere in between.

 
Therefore, for a propeller aircraft, VX is less than VMD, in the speed unstable zone.

 
With increased thrust VX stays at VMD. For a propeller aircraft VX moves right (faster, lower AoA).

 
As altitude increases, you produce less thrust. As T = D + W sin ɤ this means that your angle of
climb also decreases with altitude (although AoA stays at 4 degrees, the flight path angle
decreases).
If you attempt to maintain the same pitch angle, AoA increases, eventually leading to a stall.

 
 

Climb Gradient:

 
 
 
Sin ɤ = Height Gain / Air Distance
Tan ɤ = Height Gain / Ground Distance.

 
As there is so little difference between air and ground distance for commercial aircraft, we consider
Sin ɤ and Tan ɤ to be the same.

 
Climb Gradient = Height Change / Air Distance = Sin ɤ.

 
As W sin ɤ is the drag component of weight, it is also the difference between thrust and drag:

 
Climb Gradient = (T – D) / W x 100.

 
Remember that W is in NEWTONS

 
We can therefore use max thrust, weight and drag to find the maximum climb gradient.
We can also use the minimum climb angle, max thrust and drag to find the maximum weight.

 
“Entered the second segment of flightpath” = Engine Out.

 
Hot Day or Increased Altitude → Decreased air density → Decreased Thrust → Decreased Climb

Gradient



 
Dirty Config (drag curve shifts up and left) – Decreased VMD and therefore VX, Decreased Climb
Gradient (Increased Drag → Decreased excess thrust).

 
Heavy Aircraft (drag curve shifts up and right) – Increased VMD/VX, Decreased Climb Gradient.

 
Descent

 
W Sin ɤ = Excess DRAG
W Cos  ɤ Still = Lift

 
W>L & LF < 1 (as in climb, however, now drag takes over instead of thrust).
However, D>T.
Rate of descent is governed by excess drag.

 
D = T + W Sin  ɤ

 

 
At low thrust settings, Descent speed is either slow or fast, depending on which side of the drag
curve you are on.

 



 
At idle power you can descend at any speed. However, greatest rate of descent is at maximum
speed on the front of the drag curve, or at stall speed at the back of the drag curve.
There is no defined 'best' descent speed.

 
For rate of descent, the formula is:
Descent Gradient = (D-T)/W = Sin ɤ

 

In The Descent,
Pitch Angle is always negative.
Flight Path angle is kept +ve. However, it is now larger than Pitch Angle.
This is because AoA must remain +ve to maintain lift.

 
Flight path angle is always BELOW AoA.

 
 
 
Glide = No Thrust force any more.
Descent is now purely dependant on the amount of drag being produced.

 
Shallowest Glide / Maximum glide range – Occurs at minimum drag (VMD).

 
Maximum Endurance – Slower speed but at a steeper angle. This occurs at the lowest point on the
power required curve, at VMP (Minimum power velocity). At this speed you will not travel as far,
but you will go slower along the path and therefore stay in the air longer. VMP is BELOW VMD.

 



VMD occurs at the tangent to this curve.

 
VMP = 0.76 x VMD.

 
Weight DOES NOT change glide angle, it simply increases the speed down the flightpath.
Flaps & Gear increase drag and therefore increase the glide angle.

 
Wind – DOES NOT change glide / climb / descent angle. It changes the Flightpath angle.
Headwind will cause a steeper angle, and tailwind will cause a shallower angle.

 
Glide Gradient = D / L

 
LF = Cos ɤ

 
Sin  ɤ = % Gradient.

 
 
A turning aircraft is not in equilibrium as it is constantly changing velocity. The force required to
maintain the turn is the centrepetal force.

 
CPF = (mV2)/R Where m = mass, v = TAS (m/s) and R = Turn Radius.

 
 

Tan ɸ = CPF / W = MV2/RMg =

 
OR r = V2/gTan ɸ

 
 
 
During departure and arrival v is therefore very important for



maintaining correct turn radius and obstacle avoidance.

 
 
Time for full orbit = 2∏r/v

 
 
 
 
 
Rate 1 Turn = 360 degrees in 2 minutes, or 180 degrees per minute. This relates to 3 degree per
second Rate of Turn.

 
Rate 2 = 6 degrees /s or 360 degrees per minute.

 
Rate of turn  = TAS / Radius

 
As r = V2/gTan ɸ  , When V doubles, Radius increases by 4.

 
And as Rate of Turn = TAS/Radius, rate of turn halves.

 
For a rate 1 turn, TAS/10 + 7 gives approximate bank angle.

 
 
 
When stability increases, controllability increases.
Control inputs are used to overcome aircraft stability.
Therefore there is a balance between stability and controllability.

 
Static Stability – Immediate response to disturbance. +ve = towards original, -ve = away, neutral =
no change.
Dynamic Stability – Subsequent movement.
+ve = tendency to move back to original equilibrium.
-ve = tendency to move away.
Neutral = no movement.

 
Maintaining Equilibrium – Either requires constant pilot input, or trim.
An aircraft in equilibrium may not be in trim, but an aircraft in trim is in equilibrium.

 
Periodic Motion:



 
 
 
 
Period = time until ½ magnitude. Smaller period = more
dynamically stable.

 
 

 
 
 
Aperiodic:

 
Neutral Stability.

 
Can be periodic (+ve static, neutral dynamic)

 

 
 
or Neutral static and dynamic. 

 
Negative Stability:

 
+Ve Static, -ve Dynamic:



 
-ve Static, -ve Dynamic.

 
 
 

 
Longitudinal Stability = Pitch, around lateral axis.
Lateral Stability = Roll, around longitudinal axis.
Directional Stability = Yaw, around normal axis.

 
Aerodynamic Centre = a point ahead of centre of pressure where the MOMENT of lift is always the
same at a set speed. This is because as lift increases (due to increased AoA) the centre of pressure
moves forward and thus the balance arm decreases.

 
On Symmetrical aerofoil – 25% chord.
On Cambered – 23-27% chord.
Supersonic – 50% chord.

 
Moment Coefficients:
Pitching = M = CM , +ve = Nose Up
Rolling = L' = CL' , +ve = Roll Right
Yawing = N = CN , +ve = Yaw Right

 
If the pilot increases releases the controls, they will be free to move. They will tend to lag behind
the motion of the aircraft, and thus reduce stability.

 
Thus Stick free stability is less than stick fixed stability.

 
For fully powered controls the surfaces hold position without input, and thus there is no change in
stability when the stick is released.



 
Longitudinal Stability:

 
Pitch Stability.

 
Biggest controller of Pitch is the tailplane. Force here depends on tailplane area, distance between
CG and tailplane and speed.

 
For stability CG should always be forward of the aerodynamic centre.

 
A vertical upgust will cause increased AoA and therefore an increased lift moment. A downgust
reduces AoA and thus reduces the lift moment.

 
Absolute AoA = AoA shifted so that CL = 0 gives Absolute AoA = 0.
For a positive camber Absolute AoA is always Larger than AoA.

 
Static Longitudinal Stability:

 

CM = M / qSc Where M = Moment, q = dynamic pressure, S = wing area, c = MAC.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Static (longitudinal) Stability:

 
Increased AoA causes -ve CM and therefore decreases back to trimmed. Opposite for decreased
AoA.

 



 
 
 
 
Swept Wing:

 

 
Stable in normal parameters, becomes unstable at very high AoA due to tip stall.

 
Stability:

 
Wing – Increased AoA → Increased Lift → Increased pitch down moment. STABLE
Tailplane – Stable (counters pitch down moment). Increased by area of tail and distance to CG.

 
Fuselage – forms a symmetrical aerofoil. Increased AoA leads to increased pitch up and decreased
AoA leads to increased pitch down. UNSTABLE.
Engine Nacelles – Higher AoA causes greater deviation of air through the engines and therefore a
greater pitch up moment. UNSTABLE. Also applies to propellers.

 
OVERALL – Entire aircraft must have +ve stability to be EASA approved.

 
CG has a strong effect on stability. Further forward = further to tail and therefore larger tailplane
moment.



 
Neutral point – Point at which further aft movement of the CG leads to instability. Co-located with
 aerodynamic centre. A safety margin is applied ahead of this point, the static margin, to give the aft
limit of CG.

 
High lift devices increase downwash on the tail and therefore reduce dynamic pressure. This has the
effect of destabilising the aircraft as there is reduced elevator/stabiliser authority.
Neutral point is at its most foreward with flaps extended → Decreased static stability.

 
We could increase the control surface area, however, this could lead to unacceptably high control
forces.

 
Stick position stability – Stick control forces are in the direction you expect them to be, e.g. pull
back to increase AoA. For all normal conditions the aircraft will have normal stick position
stability.

 
The position that you trim does not affect the stability of the aircraft, simply the AoA at which it
will settle.

 
Stick Force Stability – Increasing forces the further away from the trimmed AoA you move. This
could be with springs, bob weights or a q feel system.
The greater forward the CG the larger control forces that will be required.
Airliners have a high stick force per 'g' as they have a very limited maximum load factor.
Remember, when calculating control forces, 1g is the norm.

Therefore – Stick Force in turn = ((1/cosɸ) -1) x Stick Force / g

 
Stabiliser vs Trim Tab – More aerodynamically efficient, decreased flutter, retains full control
authority, greater range of CG controllable. However, heavier and more complex.

 
Aerodynamic Damping – Increased pitch causes increased AoA at tailplane which helps to counter
the force.

 
Altitude – Increased TAS causes a shallower tailplane RAF with pitching. Therefore reduced
dampening and as such there is reduced longitudinal stability.

 
For Dynamic stability you must have static stability.
Degree of dynamic stability = period of oscillations.
Short Period Oscillations – Very small changes in altitude and airspeed. However, the rapid
oscillations are very prone to leading to pilot induced oscillations as you try to correct them, and
fall behind. These pilot induced oscillations can lead to overstressing the airframe.

 
Long period oscillations / phygoid – 1-2 minutes. Very large altitude and speed changes. Relatively
easy to control, but leads to an unstable aircraft.

 
 
 
Due to the linked secondary effects of roll and yaw, yaw and roll stability is also linked.

 
Directional (normal) stability – Positive directional stability is essential for flight. However, too
strong will lead to reduced rudder authority.



 
Sideslip angle = β angle – The angle that the RAF is coming from. From Right = +ve.

 
If the aircraft yaws left, then the RAF comes from the right and therefore  β is +ve.

 
Yaw moment coefficient – CN = N / qSb
N = Moment, q = Dynamic pressure, S = Fin surface area, b = wingspan.

 
For +ve  β angle, you want +ve CN, as this will move the aircraft back towards RAF.

 
 
At extremes the rudder beckomes unstable, as it stalls.

 
Fin: Swept fin allows for a greater  β angle prior to stall.
Strakes also increase directional stability.

 
Wing – Increased Sweepback causes increased lift on Right wing
with +ve β angle. This creates more lift on the right wing and
therefore increased induced drag and yaw back to the RAF.

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Lateral Stability:

 
Too unstable (low) leads to slow recovery from wing drop.
However, too stable leads to difficulty in controls.

 
Roll Moment Coefficient – CL'.

 
+ve CL' causes right roll.

 



An aircraft which has +ve static lateral stability will roll in the opposite direction to sideslip (as you
are slipping that way as a secondary effect of not being wings level.

 

 
 
 
 
Lateral Stability Increased By:

Dihedral – RAF comes from side due to side slip, much larger AoA
on right wing so rolls back level.

 
 
 

 
 
Sweepback – Increased span when RAF coming from R on R wing.
This causes increased lift and L roll.

 
 
 

 
 
 
High Wing – CG hangs down causing a pendulum effect. Upwash on R wing causes increased lift
and weathercocking. There is also a couple established between CG and lift.

 
Dynamic Stability – Closely linked to the relative strength of Lateral and Directional stability.

 
Strong Directional and weak lateral – Spiral Dive – Correction from yaw leads to roll in the
opposite direction. The yaw induced by this causes further yaw, and thus even more roll.
Strong lateral and weak directional – Dutch Roll – Adverse yaw as rolls level. This leads to roll
back to the side it just came from. This roll induces opposite adverse yaw. This leads to a corkscrew
effect through the air.
An aircraft that suffers from dutch roll must be fitted with a yaw damper. If this is inoperative, the
aircraft should not be flown.

 



Dynamic stability decreases with altitude as the decreasing density leads to increased TAS and
decreased sideslip angle.

 
 
 
Propellers:

 
Hub – Point where propellers attach.
Spinner – Aerodynamic cap on hub.

 
Face = flat part, facing towards pilot. Back – Curved part, facing away.

 
Generally, when considering the cross section, and the forces, we look at a point at 75% from root
to tip.

 
Geometric Pitch – The distance the propeller would travel in a perfect world. (e.g. corkscrew into
cork).
Effective Pitch – Actual movement of the propeller.
Slip – Difference between the effective and geometric pitch.

 
Fine Pitch – Small Pitch Angle Coarse Pitch – Large pitch angle.

 
Tips tend to be finer, as they move faster and there is an attempt to create a similar AoA at all parts
of the blade.

 
Fixed Pitch – Blade angle is fixed at manufacture. Generally configured for best efficiency at
cruise.



Variable Pitch:
• Adjustable Pitch – can be adjusted by engineer on ground depending on flight profile needed.
• Two Pitch – Has a fine and coarse pitch setting that can be set by the pilot. Fine for low speed

and coarse for high speed.
Constant Speed – Can be adjusted to attain optimum (4 degree) AoA at all speeds.

 
 
Aerodynamic Forces – Thrust (lift force), Torque (drag force,
opposing rotation)

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
RAF is predicated on rotational speed of the propeller, and TAS.

So at low speed you
want a Fine pitch Propeller to keep AoA at 4 degrees (rather than too high), whereas at high speed
you want a coarse pitch to prevent AoA reducing to 0.

 
 
At High Rotational Speed (further towards tip, or higher RPM), RAF becomes
steeper, and therefore AoA decreases.

 
At very low rotational speed, AoA can even become
negative. This creates negative thrust.



 
 

 
 
 
 
Variable pitch propeller – For a fixed pitch propeller you will eventually reach a speed at which
AoA is reduced to a point where no further thrust is produced. To solve this, we can use a variable
pitch propeller. Either manually adjustable or constant pitch. This is fine at take off, when TAS is
low, and coarse in the cruise, when TAS is high.

 
 
Engine Failure:

 
Decreased rotational speed leads to blade AoA
becoming negative. Instead of thrust, you now
have drag. There is also now a torque force acting
to rotate the propeller, known as windmilling.

 
 

 
 
If you coarsen the blade, you reduce the negative AoA and therefore reduce the strength of drag and
torque. Thus, in engine failure situations, coarsening the propeller improves lift to drag ratio.
Some aircraft can completely feather the propeller, removing all induced drag effects. Thus, you are
only left with parasite drag.

 
Some aircraft can also reduce the pitch to cause a deliberate negative AoA, and
decreased drag (to reduce landing distance). The difference in aerodynamic total
force compared to engine failure is due to the fact that the prop is still rotating
forcefully. Therefore, torque is still present, and the overall force is up and back.

 
 

 
Power Absorption – Propeller must be able to utilise the amount of power being produced by the
engine.
For a very Powerful engine:

• Increase length (but can cause tips to become supersonic)
• Decrease efficiency (increases noise)
• Add more blades (increases solidity of disc, practical limits and also increases inter-blade

airflow interference).
• Increase blade chord (also increases solidity) (reduces aspect ratio and therefore increases

induced drag).
• Contra rotating hubs – Two or more hubs with blades on each hub. This also reduces

gyroscopic effects. It is, however, very complex.

 



Right hand propeller rotates clockwise (as seen from behind).

 
Propeller effects:

 
Torque Reaction effect – Right hand propeller produces a left roll effect (due to torque).

 
Slipstream effect – The airflow from a right hand propeller moves around the fuselage and hits the
rudder, producing a positive beta angle and therefore a left yaw tendency.

 
Assymmetric blade effect – aka P factor – at increased aircraft AoA, the downgoing blade has an
increased AoA and travels further, this leads to greater thrust being produced at that side. In a right
hand propeller this causes the thrust line to move to the right. This means that the left engine has a
smaller moment, and the right engine has a larger moment.
This makes the left engine the “critical engine”. If the left engine fails then the right engine
produces all the power. As it forms a larger moment, it therefore produces greater yaw and
asymmetric movement. Counter rotating propellers assist with this.
Gyroscopic effect – propeller is essentially a gyroscope. This means that it causes procession.
Right Hand Prop:

• Pitch Up → Yaw Right
• Yaw Right → Pitch Down
• Pitch Down → Yaw Left
• Yaw Left → Pitch Up

Increased propeller mass and mass worsen this.

 
All of these effects are increased at lower speeds, especially during climb (where rotational speed is
highest).

 
 
Assymetric thrust – engine failure results in a loss of thrust, and an increase in drag. This reduces
cruising speed and altitude, and severely reduces climb ability. It is especially bad at take off.

 
Most multi engine aircraft have engines mounted some distance from the centre of gravity. This
causes a large yawing moment (from the working engine) when an engine fails. In a propeller
aircraft, this is compounded by the increased drag from the windmilling failed propeller.

 
The loss of an engine in a prop aircraft also reduces airflow over that wing, decreasing lift, leading
to wing drop and a roll towards the non working engine. If this is uncontrolled, the combined yaw
and roll moment will lead to a spiral dive.

 
2 Methods of control:

 
Wings Level – Crabbing – Used in large aircraft with an excess of thrust and large rudders. Yaw
towards working engine – using the rudder to counter the yawing moment from the working engine.
 This method leads to greatly increased drag from the increased profile presented to the RAF and
also the increased lift force produced by the tail.
Advantages – Feels natural (level horizon), no turn on the turn co-ordinator, balance ball central.
Disadvantages – Loss of performance (due to drag), Fin needs to be at a large AoA to produce the
necessary forces, and thus may stall.

 
Wing Down – Roll aircraft towards working engine. This uses a horizontal component of the lift
force to reduce the work that needs to be performed by the rudder (although it still produces a
significant amount of the force). Maximum roll angle of 5 degrees.



Advantages - Less drag produced, decreased fin AoA.
Disadvantages – Increased risk of disorientation – Turn indicator is level but ball falls towards
working engine, attitude indicator may reset to false datum.
If greater than 5 degrees bank – increased drag and increased lift may push the AoA closer to the
stall, as well as increasing thrust required.

 
PRAT – Power Required Curve = Rate of Climb ; Angle of Climb = Thrust (drag) Curve.

 
Wings level drag curve JET  = Up and Left – Increased parasite drag.

 
We always consider the worst case scenario – engine loss at take off. Primary concern is increasing
altitude to clear obstacles.

 
Climb angle, Sin ɤ = (T-D)/W

 
Thrust is reduced and Drag increased – This leads to a greatly reduced climb angle.
In a prop, due to the shape of the drag curve, VX increases with an engine out.
VXSE = VX for a single engine.

 
So:
Jet – VXSE DECREASES
PROP – VXSE INCREASES

 
Critical Engine:
Propeller – Due to p factor, the thrust line is displaced in the “hand” of propeller spin. Therefore, a
greater moment is produced by the right engine with a right hand rotation of propellers.
Therefore, the critical engine is the LEFT engine, as the greatest yaw moment will be produced if it
fails.

 
Jet – Still Air – None
Crosswind – Due to the natural weathercocking and rudder forces, the into wind engine is the

critical one, as the other engine adds to the moments trying to move the aircraft into wind.

 
Minimum control speed – The speed below which control forces are too low to counteract the yaw
moment. In these cases you may have to accept throttling back the working engine (decreasing the
moment) and accepting a descent.

 
VMCA – Minimum Control Speed in the air.
Determined With:

• TOGA Thrust
• CG Fully Aft (shortest rudder arm)
• TO Trim
• MTOM
• Worst Configuration (gear UP)
• No Ground Effect
• Prop Windmilling (or feathered if there is an autofeather system installed).
• Max 5 Degree Angle Of Bank

 
VMCL – Minimum control speed at landing.
Determined With:



• TOGA Thrust
• Fully aft CG
• Trimmed for Approach
• LIGHT aircraft (mimimum inertia to counteract yaw moment)
• Worst Configuration (gear DOWN)
• Must be able to roll 20 degrees in 5 seconds towards live engine.

 
VMCG – Minimum control speed on the ground.

• Predicated on arm from Rudder to main gear (rotational point).
• For Tricycle – VMCG < VMCA

• For Taildragger – VMCG > VMCA

• Max Thrust, Aft CG, TO Trim, Minimal Mass, Worst Configuration.
• Must not stray greater than 30 ft from the centreline.

 
A low density altitude (cold day) leads to increased thrust, and therefore greater yaw. Therefore, the
minimum control speeds are greater at low altitude / when cold.

 
High Speed Flight: 
 
At slow speed we consider air to be incompressible and therefore of constant density.
At high speed there is compressibility.
The impact of an object as it moves through the air produces expanding waves of relatively high
density air, separated by areas of less dense air. These are known as pressure waves, and they
expand outwards at the speed of sound.

 
Local Speed of Sound = 39 x √Temperature (kelvin)

 
Speed of Sound normally decreases with altitude (due to the decreasing temperature).
In Isothermal layer – stays constant.
In Inversion – Increases.

 
Mach effects are directly related to TAS in relation to local speed of sound.

 
Increasing speed leads to compression at the leading edge. This means that the air has to work
harder to get around the leading edge, and therefore loses energy. This increases the stall speed.

 
Free Stream Mach Number – Shown on Instruments, speed of the Relative Air Flow (MFS).
Local Speed of Sound – ML.

 

In subsonic flight, all ML < 1.0.



Sonic / MCRIT – Somewhere on the wing, ML = 1.000000
Transonic – At some point ML > 1.0, but elsewhere it is <1.0.
Supersonic – All ML > 1.0. This is MDET (Mach Detachment).

 
 
Normal Shockwave:
Areas of local supersonic flow produce normal shockwaves. At these, over a very short distance
(0.0025mm) speed is massively reduced. Only occurs at Transonic Speeds.

 

 
Behind the shockwave – A great deal of kinetic energy has been lost. Therefore, there is an increase
in heat, increase in static pressure and an increase in density (so increased LSS). Overall the total
pressure is decreased.
Oblique Shockwave – Supersonic → slightly less supersonic. Occur at high transonic flow rates.
Same effects as normal shockwave, but less severe, as there is less speed loss.

There is still a
small area of subsonic flow, with associated normal shockwave, at the leading edge (stagnation
point area).
The oblique shockwave, whilst weaker, tends to propagate much further. This creates the tell tale



sonic boom on the ground.
Lift pattern becomes rhomboidal.

 
Mach Cone – Once aircraft is supersonic, it produces a mach cone with a very weak shockwave at
its edge.

 
Mach Cone Angle (µ) – Sin µ = 1 / Mach No Or,  = LSS/TAS

 
All control surfaces must be within the cone in order to infuence the airflow around the aircraft.
The shockwave propagates along the ground at the aircraft's groundspeed. This is because it only
has to  travel down at LSS.

 
Expansion Waves:

 
At sharp changes in surface, subsonic flow tends to
separate. However, supersonic flow clings on.

 
The shockwave itself is actually a fan shaped series
of shockwaves.

 
This actually takes energy out of the air to
accelerate the airflow as it moves through.

 
Therefore airflow behind it is faster, but has lower

density, temperature and static pressure.
Total pressure remains constant.

 
 
 
 
 
Warmer Air – TAS increases, Mach Stable (Increased TAS balances Increased LSS), CAS Stable
(Air density drops by same amount as TAS increases).
TAS does what temperature does.

 
Relationship – Chicken Tikka Massala (CAS, TAS, Mach).

 
This is all for Increasing Altitude, the relationship is reversed for
descending.



 
This means that at Constant TAS , Mach increases and CAS
decreases, and at constant CAS, both TAS and Mach Increase (but
Mach increases more).

 
Once we reach the tropopause, as temperature is constant, TAS

and Mach Increase at the same rate.

 
Climbing at a constant CAS/TAS you risk exceeding maximum Mach Number (MMO).
Therefore, at a certain altitude you switch over to climbing on Mach number.
When descending, at the same point you must switch back to CAS/TAS to avoid exceeding
maximum velocity (VMO).

 
Climbing on CAS – CAS Stable, Mach Increasing, AoA and CL stay the same. Reducing pitch and
flightpath angle.

 
Climbing on Mach – Mach No. Stable, CAS decreasing. AoA and CL INCREASING. Pitch and
flightpath angle still reduce.

 
Descending on Mach – Mach No. Stable, CAS increasing. AoA and CL DECREASE. Pitch and
flightpath angle increase to maintain the same Mach.

 
Descending on CAS – CAS Stable, Mach No. Decreasing. CL and AoA remain Stable, as do pitch
and flightpath angle.

 
MCRIT – Point at which air at some point on the wing is SONIC (Mach 1.0 or Unity).

 
Beyond MCRIT – Normal shockwave forms. Behind this, the air separates from the wing. CP moves
AFT.
Increasing:

1. Normal Shockwave Forms on Lower Side – causes increased drag due to separation.
2. Both Shockwaves move towards trailing edge – CP moves forwards.
3. Shockwaves almost at trailing edge. Maximum drag. CP moves aft , then forwardsand settles

around 50% chord. Due to the massively decreased pressure differential the CL is minimal.
At greater than Mach 1.0, oblique shockwaves form, drag steadily falls and the irregular lift
distribution now becomes rectangular/rhomboidal.

 
Initially CL is increased due to increased upwash, after this, separation leads to shock stall.



 
 
 
High subsonic flow has lower CL MAX and Lower Critical AoA.

 
Shock Stall – The point where CL as a function of Mach reaches its highest value. Note, this can
occur at ANY AoA.

 
Mach Drag Divergence – Speed at which normal shockwave becomes strong enough to cause
separation. Causes greatly increased Drag.

CL Max gradually reduces with increasing
Mach.

 
CD  reaches a maximum at just before Mach 1.0. Coefficient of drag then drops (although drag
actually still increases) to a lower value, but is still a step higher than subsonic drag.

 
MDRAG DIVERGENCE – The speed at which CD rises rapidly. Faster than MCRIT, occurs just after shock
stall and is caused by separation.
Centre of Pressure:



 
 
Because of the rapid and variable changes in
centre of pressure, there are changes required in
trim to counter this.

 
A Mach Trimmer is used to do this. This
computes where the centre of pressure is moving
to and trims accordingly, without pilot input.

 
If Mach Trimmer fails, you can still fly, but need
a greater safety margin below MCRIT.

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to the increase in drag, and loss of lift,
CL/CD ratio is severely reduced. CL/CD MAX
is reduced, and VMD occurs at a faster speed.

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Mach Tuck / Tuck under – Sudden nose down pitching moment caused by shock induced
separation.

• Separation at Wing Root FIRST at shock stall.
• Reduced Downwash on Tailplane
• Decreased Tailplane Downforce
• Large Pitch Down Moment.

 
Stick force gradient become neutral or even unstable in the transonic range. This could mean that to
maintain altitude when increasing speed, you would have to pitch up. This is worse in poorly
designed aircraft.

 
Control surfaces may become ineffective if a shock wave forms ahead of the hinge (as they have no
airflow to work on).



At speeds close to Mach 1.0, the shock waves reach the control surface itself. The large pressure
differentials lead to high frequency oscillations. This is known as control buzz.
When the airflow detaches it leads to wake hitting the airframe and control surfaces. This produces
high speed buffet.

 
Speed Envelope:

 
Generally there is a large difference between high and low speed stall. However, at high altitudes
the mach increases as CAS decreases for a constant TAS.

 
 

 
At a certain point the high speed and
low speed buffet will occur at the same
point. This is the aerodynamic ceiling
for the aircraft.

 
The point just below this is coffin
corner – the area where small increases
or decreases in speed can lead to a
stall. Descend to get out of it.

 
Buffet Margin – The range of speeds
between low and high speed buffets.
Descending will increase this again.

 
 
 
 
Anything that increases the requirement for lift will decrease MCRIT as it increases the acceleration
of airflow over the wing (increased CL). For example, increased weight, bank angle, CG position.
This will also therefore reduce the aerodynamic ceiling.

 
Generally, a 1.3g safety factor is applied to the buffet margin, to account for turbulence and
manoeuvring.

 
Buffet Onset Boundary Chart:

 
1. Go up from “g” to gross weight.
2. Go across until you reach the CG position
3. Parallel the slanting lines forwards or backwards to the reference line.
4. Move across onto the left side

• NOTE THAT ALTITUDE DECREASES DOWN THE PAGE.
5. Then, To Find:

• Max Ceiling – Find Point of Tangency on altitude curve (may have to estimate line).
• Speeds at an altitude – Find the two points where the line crosses that altitude and read off

from there the maximum and minimum speeds.
◦ Target Speed is the midpoint.

 
If we increase MCRIT then we can fly faster without encountering the mach related drag. There are a



number of methods to do this.

 
• Thinner Wing Section – Decreases camber so lower speeds over the wing. However,

decreased CL MAX, increased stall speeds, longer take off and landing roll and less place for
gear, fuel e.t.c.

 
 

• Supercritical Wing – Has a flattened top. Has the same effect as thinning the wing, with less
severe consequences (still decreased CL MAX and increased stall speeds, but not as severe).

 
• Sweepback – MCRIT is governed by the speed of flow perpendicular to the leading edge.

Sweepback has the effect of reducing this as a proportion of flow. It also has the effect of
increasing the encountered chord (and therefore reducing camber that the RAF sees).
Overall, you get a much smaller mach bump, and an increased MCRIT. However, it also
reduces CL MAX and creates worse low speed stall characteristics (as well as increasing low
speed stall speeds).

 
• Vortex Generators – Placed at the point on the wing where the shockwave normally forms

first, and re-energises air flow. This delays onset of shockwave induced separation and
therefore reduces buffet at high speed.

 
• Area Ruling – 'Pinching in' the fuselage at the wing root means that the cross sectional area of

the aircraft is reduced, therefore reducing profile drag. However, this narrows the fuselage
and therefore is rarely used commercially.

 
 
Airframe Contamination:

 
Frost – crystalline coating of ice. Must be removed from all critical surfaces before flight. It
typically forms on descent as the cold airframe encounters warm moist air. It is most likely to be
found on the underside of the wing, due to the cooling effect of the cold fuel.

 
Rime Ice – Ice with trapped pockets of air. Big, obvious, cloudy and brittle. It forms when super
cooled water droplets encounter the airframe and freeze on impact. Tends to occur at low airspeeds.
It can be removed with electric mats or pneumatic boots.

 
Clear Ice – Super cooled droplets hit the wing and then flow backwards. This produces a very clear,
hard and heavy ice. It is very dangerous and also hard to spot.

 
Risk of Ice - <250 knots, lower altitudes, visible moisture, temperature < 5 C.
Turboprop and Piston aircraft tend to fly at lower altitudes and thus are at greater risk of icing.
Jets are not at risk during the cruise (as at altitude there is insufficient moisture in the air), however,
they are at risk during departure and arrival.
Therefore, anti icing systems should be selected on in icing conditions.
Ice is worse than frost, but frost still has severe effects.

 
All of these increase drag and weight. They also decrease lift. This Means:

• Wing and Tailplane may stall earlier, and therefore without the normal warning systems.
• Controls can become jammed (iced over).
• CG may move out of limits.



• Instruments may fail, including the stall warning system (vane / switch iced).
• Considerable increase in skin friction drag (slight increase in form) that can double drag and

therefore significantly degrades climb performance.

 
Tailplane Icing – This ruins the airflow and may lead to loss of control authority (as there is no
airflow to affect). Also reduces the critical AoA.
On approach, as the aircrafts AoA increases, downwash increases (increased CL required of wing).
This increases the AoA of the tailplane, pushing it closer to the stall. Extending flaps increases
downwash even further. This means that the tailplane is liable to stall.
At tailplane stall, the downforce of the tailplane is removed. Thus, the aircraft will suddenly pitch
down, and as elevator authority is lost, this effect is uncontrollable.

 
Prevention:

• Inspection
• De Icing – Must then take off before the holdover time of the fluid is exceeded.
• Anti Icing Systems
• Manual Control – better feel for buffet and unusual trim that is associated with ice formation.
• Configure early for landing – so that you have altitude to recover should you lose elevtaor

authority or pitch down.

 
Heavy rain – Large amounts of water on the wing increase skin friction and decrease lift.

 
Dirt, oil and dust all increase the roughness of the surface (increasing drag) and remove energy
from the boundary layer (causing earlier stall). Regular and effective washing decreases drag.

 
Respraying reduces skin friction drag but can increase weight and therefore increase induced drag.
May actually reduce efficiency (so have to strip back to metal every now and then).

 
Deformation, damage and patch repairs all increase weight and increase skin friction, leading to
increased drag.

 
 
 
Limitations:

 
Load Limit – Maximum load to be expected in normal service. Above this you get deformation.

 
Ultimate Load – Failing load of the structure.

 
Factor of safety – factor between load limit and ultimate loan. 1.5 for aircraft.

 
Load factor (lift / weight) is 1 for an aircraft in straight and level flight, however, this does not take
into account the weight on the aircraft (and therefore the actual forces experienced by the aircraft).
Therefore, load limit must be based on MTOM.

 
Commercial Aircraft Weight Limit = 2.5g to -1 g
Utility = 4.4 g to – 1.76 g.
Aerobatic = 6 g to – 3 g

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manoeuvre Envelope:

 
Design Speeds:

 
VA – Design Manoeuvre Speed:
Highest speed at which full up elevator deflection will not result in exceeding limit load factor. At
this speed, the aircraft will stall before it overloads the airframe. Often set slightly lower than the
position on the graph, to allow for inertial movement of the aircraft to a higher angle.
At speeds a little faster (<23%) the airframe will distort at maximum deflection.
At speeds > 23% faster, the airframe could fail.

 
VA = VS1g√(n) (where n = limit load factor).

 
A lighter aircraft will stall later and therefore could exceed the limit load factor. Therefore, VA is
decreased for a lighter aircraft.

 
As altitude increases, you could hit MMO before reaching VA.

 
VFE – Flaps are rated to 2g rather than 2.5g. Therefore, the maximum flap extension speed is lower
than VA.

 
VB – Gust design speed. At VB even at the largest likely upgust, the aircraft will not exceed 2.5g
from straight and level flight.  +/- 66fps up to 20,000 ; 38 fps at 50,000.

 
VRA, MRA, VTURB – Slightly faster than VB to avoid stall in the case of a downgust. Designer
specified.



 
VC – Speed at which an upset is recoverable before reaching VD.

 
VD/MD – Extreme right of manoeuvre diagram – (V-N diagram) – Fastest EAS/Mach at which
structural failure should not occur. Should be able to withstand +/- 25 fps up to 20,000, and 12.5 fps
at 50,000.

 
Operating Speeds:

 
VMO , MMO – Max Operating Speeds.

 
VNE – Velocity Never Exceed.

 
VNO – Max Structural Cruise

 
VLE – Max Landing Gear Extended Speed

 
VLO – Max Landing Gear Operating Speed (actually deploying or retracting).

 
VFE – Max Flaps Extended Speed.

 
 
Gust Load:

 
Upgust – Increased AoA, Increased Load Factor.
Downgust – Decreased AoA – Decreased Load Factor.

 
Load factor is proportional to CL.

 
Increased Altitude –  Decreased Gust Load - At constant CAS, TAS is increased. Therefore, the
same strength of upgust will have a proportionally smaller effect on AoA at a higher altitude.

 
Airspeed – Increased Gust Load – A gust that has the same effect on CL will lead to a greater
proportional change in CL at higher speed (as CL is lowest here).

 
Low Aspect Ratio and Sweepback – Decreased Gust Load – These have a less steep CL to AoA
curve, and therefore, the same change in AoA will cause less of a change in CL for these wings.

 
Wing Loading – Decrease Gust Load – At higher speeds, CL is already very high. Therefore, the
same increase in CL will be proportionally less of a change.

 
Therefore To Increase Gust Load Factor : Decreased Altitude, Increased Speed, Straight high aspect
ratio wing, Decreased Wing Loading.

 
 



 
Flutter – Excessive resonance of a part of an airframe that can become destructive.

 
Aeroelasticity – The relative strength of the aerodynamic force compared to elasticity of the
structure determines the likelihood of flutter.

 
Torsional Divergence Speed – Speed beyond which the aerodynamic forces are greater than
elasticity. Can lead to failure. Must be larger than VD.

To increase torsional Divergence Speed – Increase stiffness.

 
Aerofoils resonate around a torsional axis.
Mass balancing of a wing decreases flutter. Fixing the wing with decrease the length that can move
and increase the frequency of the flutter.

 
Torsional twisting of the wing causes the control surfaces to move by inertia, worsening the flutter.

 
Baclash / Freeplay – 'Play' in the controls allowing them to move when stick is fixed. This worsens
flutter.

 
Aileron Reversal:

 
Low Speed – When flying close to CLMAX attempting to roll causes the upgoing wing to stall (as it
exceeds CLMAX ). This means that the aircraft rolls in the opposite direction.

 
High Speed – Torsional twisting of the wing causes the entire tip of the wing to have a negative
AoA when an outboard aileron moves down (trying to lift the wing). This means that the wing
moves down instead of up.


